House Democratic Policy Committee Hearing
Subcommittee on Progressive Policies for Working People

Righting the Wrong: Justice for Exonerees
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 | 10:00a.m. – 12:00p.m.

Representative Regina Young

10:00a.m.

Dr. Chinchila Jonesia
Founder, "RIGHT THE WRONG" Coalition and "BE A VOICE"
Member, Philadelphia Association of Black Journalists

Caroline Turner, JD
Legal Advisor and Consultant
Criminal Defense and Wrongful Conviction Attorney
Member, "RIGHT THE WRONG" Coalition

Vincent Moto
Co-Founder, "BE A VOICE"
Criminal Justice ReBorn and Exoneration Compensation Advocates
Pennsylvania Historical Exoneree

Terrell Johnson
Founder, The Terrell Johnson Project
Member, "RIGHT THE WRONG" Coalition and "BE A VOICE"
Pennsylvania Exoneree

Q & A with Legislators